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Title of the review 

Effectiveness and cost-effectiveness of population-based cervical cancer screening in LMICs: 
a systematic review 

Background 

Cervical cancer represents the fourth most common malignancy affecting women all over the 
world and is the second most common in developing countries (Catarino, 2015). Cervical 
cancer, although a preventable disease, has an annual world-wide burden of 530,000 new 
cases and 275,000 deaths. (Ferlay, 2010). In India, a comparison of incidences of cancer 
among all the Population Based Cancer Registries (PBCR) indicates that cervical cancer is 
one of the leading causes of cancer related mortality in females across the country. 88% of 
cervical cancer deaths around the world occur in low and middle-income countries and is 
expected to rise to 91.5% by 2030 (Ferlay,2010). In India, for example, as per 2014 estimates, 
122,844 women are diagnosed with cervical cancer and 67,477 die from the disease 
(ICO, 2014).   
 

Screening for cervical cancer and its subsequent management ensures a decrease in mortality 
and disability. The current screening practices on cervical cancer include conventional 
cytology, HPV-DNA testing, visual inspection methods, colposcopy and polar probe (Denny, 
et.al., 2006.) The American Cancer Society guidelines recommends screening for cervical 
cancer in women age 21 to 65 years with cytology (Pap smear) every 3 years or, for women 
age 30 to 65 years who want to lengthen the screening interval, screening with a combination 
of cytology and human papillomavirus (HPV) testing every 5 years. These screening efforts 
covering a larger population helped the high-income countries to reduce cervical cancer 
mortalities. However, cytology based screening is difficult to implement in low-resource 
countries due to the lack of high quality cytology laboratories, competing health needs, 
widespread poverty, uninformed and disempowered women. (Denny et al, 2006). 
 

The WHO guideline for cervical cancer screening recommends HPV testing for cervical 
cancer screening.  Many countries, however have already established cytology (Pap smear) 
based, or visual inspection based (VIA) screening programs, and while the scientific evidence 
illustrates that HPV testing is more sensitive than other tests, implementing HPV test based 
programs in LMICs is difficult because of obstacles in implementing cytology-based 
screening programmes.  Studies from India have showed that visual screening tests for 
cervical abnormalities are affordable, simple, acceptable, feasible and reasonably accurate 
clinical tools for early detection that can be readily used in a variety of healthcare settings in 
both developing and developed countries (Sankaranarayanan et al 2001, 2005, Goldie etal 
2005, Legwood et al 2005).  Every woman has the right to cervical screening at least once in 
her lifetime and the most optimal age for screening to achieve the greatest public health 
impact is between 30 and 40 years (Saxena, 2012). The WHO also advocated in a recent 
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guidance note that the lower age limit of cervical screening should not be under 30 years in 
low and middle-income countries (LMICs).   
 

Population based screening interventions are designed to identify disease in a community 
earlier, thus enabling earlier intervention and management in order to reduce mortality and 
suffering from a disease. Although screening may lead to an earlier diagnosis, not all 
screening tests have been shown to benefit the person being screened. Over diagnosis and 
creating a false sense of security are some potential adverse effects of population based 
screening. For these reasons, a test used in a screening program, especially for a disease with 
low incidence, must have good sensitivity in addition to acceptable specificity. 
 

Several developing countries including India have included population-based cervical cancer 
screening as part of the National Health Programs.  The strategy behind such population 
based screening, while improving detection and further treatment, is also to increase the 
awareness in the community about the rising burden of cancers and other non-
communicable diseases in such settings.  
 

With this background, the proposed review focuses on collecting and collating evidence on 
effectiveness and cost-effectiveness of cervical cancer screening programs and methods in 
LMICs. The evidence from this review would attempt to lay the foundation for future HPV 
testing-based screening programs when affordable HPV tests become widely available. 

Objectives 

The review will aim to answer the following questions: 
 

What is the current knowledge around effectiveness and cost-effectiveness of population 
based cervical cancer screening in LMICs? 
 
What is the effectiveness of opportunistic cervical cancer screening in comparison with 
universal screening or no screening? 
 
What are the recommendations for improving policy and practice based on the findings from 
the above review? 

Existing reviews 

In the last few years there have been a few systematic reviews conducted on effectiveness and 
cost effectiveness of cervical cancer screening. However, most of these studies were done in 
the context of providing guidelines for high-income countries (Pierson, 2013), effectiveness 
of cervical cancer screening methods (Fokom-Domgue, 2015), determining diagnostic 
accuracy of tests for detecting cervical cancer (Arbyn, 2012; Koliopoulos, 2017) or highlighted 
several obstacles that are responsible for the failure to implement an effective screening 
program in LMICs, such as supply-side factors (lack of healthcare infrastructure, trained 
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practitioners and laboratory supplies), demand-side factors (lack of knowledge of cervical 
cancer, limited access of the population to information, etc.), and political (lack of support 
from Ministry of Health, competing healthcare priorities, etc.). Among the cost-effectiveness 
studies, the reviews focused mainly on model-based studies (Mendes, 2015), or between 
methods of cervical screening (Nahvijou, 2014; Mezei, 2017). None of these reviews provided 
a comprehensive knowledge on the evidence of universal cervical cancer screening 
implementation and cost-effectiveness of opportunistic cervical cancer screening in 
comparison with universal or no screening approaches. This review will attempt to fill that 
gap. 

Intervention 

In population based cervical cancer screening all eligible women are screened for pre-
cancerous lesions and cancerous lesions either by Health Workers or paramedical personnel 
or physicians. In resource poor settings, the first level of screening may be undertaken by the 
health workers at the grass root level health facility which could be a sub-centre or primary 
health centre. They are then referred/reviewed to physicians at Primary Health Centres. The 
aim is to ensure that screening for cervical cancer is provided as close to the home as possible 
by competently trained personnel in well-equipped facilities and ensuring privacy. The 
various methods currently available for cervical cancer screening include: cytology 
(Papanicolaou smear), visual methods (visual inspection with acetic acid (VIA) and Lugol’s 
iodine (VILI)), and HPV DNA-based detection tests. In population based cervical cancer 
screening VIA or VILI are the commonly used methods by grass root level Health Workers in 
Low & Middle Income Countries. In VIA, while performing a vaginal speculum examination, 
the Health worker applies dilute (3-5% acetic acid) to the cervix. Abnormal tissue temporarily 
appears white which can be easily recorded by naked eye. Results of the test are available 
immediately and do not require laboratory support. In population based screening, screening 
invitation is given to all women above a certain age (differs country to country). In 
opportunistic screening it is given to high risk women only and is usually done at the facility 
level by physicians. In the absence of a screening programme, the woman goes to a health 
care provider/physician with her complaints when she becomes symptomatic and then 
referred to a specialist for further evaluation. 
 

Eligible comparisons are opportunistic screening or no screening. 

Population 

Females aged 30 years and above in living in low and middle income countries (LMICs) will 
be included.  

Outcomes 

The primary outcomes are: 
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a) Early diagnosis of cervical cancer/precancerous lesions. 
b) Cost to the healthcare system. 
c) QALYs gained/DALY’s averted. 
 
From the cost-effectiveness studies, the following outcome measures will be recorded from the 
included studies: 
1. Incremental cost-effectiveness ratio (ICER). 
2. Incremental cost per QALY (quality-adjusted life years). 
3. Incremental cost per DALY (disability-adjusted life years). 
4. Net benefits. 
 
In addition, we will also include data on clinical effectiveness measured in terms of detection 
of precancerous lesions like Cervical Intraepithelial Neoplasia (CIN), and safety from the 
included studies.   

Study designs 

We will include the following study designs: 
 

5. Randomised controlled trials, and quasi-randomised trials (for effectiveness of screening 
programmes). 

6. Observational studies (for safety outcomes). 
7. Full economic evaluations (i.e. cost-effectiveness, cost-benefit, cost-utility analysis) and 

partial (costs, and cost analysis). 
8. Mixed methods study and Qualitative studies (for understanding barriers and enablers for 

uptake). 
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